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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a novel semantic segmentation me-
thod of very high resolution remotely sensed images based on
fully convolutional networks (FCNs) and feedforward neural
networks (FFNNs). The proposed model aims to exploit the
intrinsic multiscale information extracted at different convo-
lutional blocks in an FCN by the integration of FFNNs, thus
incorporating information at different scales. The purpose is
to obtain accurate classification results with realistic data sets
characterized by sparse ground truth (GT) data by taking be-
nefit from multiscale and long-range spatial information. The
final loss function is computed as a linear combination of
the weighted cross-entropy losses of the FFNNs and of the
FCN. The modeling of spatial-contextual information is fur-
ther addressed by the introduction of an additional loss term
which allows to integrate spatial information between neigh-
boring pixels. The experimental validation is conducted with
the ISPRS 2D Semantic Labeling Challenge data set over the
city of Vaihingen, Germany. The results are promising, as the
proposed approach obtains higher average classification re-
sults than the state-of-the-art techniques considered, especial-
ly in the case of scarce, suboptimal GTs.

Index Terms— CNN, FCN, feedforward networks, se-
mantic segmentation, multiresolution satellite images

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of a supervised method for the semantic
segmentation–or dense image classification–of remote sen-
sing (RS) images at very high resolution (VHR) is a challen-
ging problem. Current space missions allow to obtain mul-
timodal (e.g., multiresolution, multisensor, multiband, multi-
frequency) satellite imagery and to reach fine spatial resolu-
tions (up to 30 cm). Aerial imagery often have resolutions
of a few centimeters. Methods based on deep learning (DL)
are capable to successfully integrate this information and ob-
tain accurate classification results [1, 2, 3]. In particular, mo-
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dels based on FCNs [4] are the state-of-the-art techniques for
semantic segmentation tasks. These methods, however, need
large training data sets [5], which require high efforts in an-
notation and most often are not available for RS applications.
In this case, the modeling of the information contained at dif-
ferent spatial resolutions (e.g., the spatial details of the finest
and the robustness to noise plus outliers of the coarsest), has
proven to be effective and guarantees improvements of the
segmentation results in spatial precision and accuracy [6].

Indeed, thanks to the operations executed by FCNs
[4], characterized by different multiscale processing stages
through convolutional and pooling layers, it is possible to
derive multiscale information. This is mostly contained in
the hidden layers of the FCN and can be retrieved directly
via skip connections. Stochastic models, such as probabilistic
graphical models (PGMs) (e.g., Markov models, postulated
on planar or multilayer graphs), are flexible and powerful
models which can extract information from multiscale data
for labeling purposes [7, 8].

Several approaches that combine DL and models capable
of making structured predictions, such as PGMs, have been
studied in order to improve the accuracy of the results of se-
mantic segmentation tasks by capturing the interactions bet-
ween pixels. Methods that incorporates graphical models in-
to a DL framework such as [9, 10, 11] have also been con-
sidered. In [9], convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and
conditional random fields (CRFs) are integrated in an end-to-
end approach where the mean-field inference for the CRF is
approximated with Gaussian pairwise potentials as recurrent
neural networks (RNNs). In [10] CRFs and FCNs are combi-
ned to model the context exhibited within the middle layers of
an FCN and the mean-field inference process of a dense CRF
is approximated as a multi-dimensional gated recurrent unit
(GRU) layer. In [11] a Markov random field (MRF) is defined
by means of a CNN, namely a deep parsing network (DPN).
In particular, DPN extends a CNN to model unary terms and
additional layers are devised to approximate the mean field
(MF) algorithm for pairwise terms.

In a recent approach [12], DL and stochastic models are
combined to incorporate multiresolution information present
at different layers of the neural networks to address the se-
mantic segmentation of RS images in the case of scarce GT.
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the method.

In this paper, our aim is to take advantage of multisca-
le information extracted by the FCN through the addition
of FFNNs at different convolutional blocks of the FCN–
corresponding to information at different scales. As compa-
red to the previous approach in [12], the method developed
in this paper is based on an architecture capable of integra-
ting multiscale data without the need of ensemble learning
techniques, thus making the approach end-to-end. Spatial-
contextual information is favored in this framework through a
supplementary convolutional layer modeling the interactions
between neighboring pixels at the same resolution.

The goal of the proposed method is threefold: firstly, to ta-
ke advantage of the instrisic multiscale behaviour of FCNs to
integrate multiscale information through the addition of FF-
NNs; secondly, to strengthen the modeling of the spatial in-
formation through an additional convolutional layer; finally,
to define a loss function capable to take into account both
this multiscale and spatial information within an end-to-end
neural model (see Fig. 1).

2. METHODOLOGY

FCNs, which are networks with an encoder-decoder architec-
ture, are characterized by an intrinsic quadtree structure: in
fact, the pooling and unpooling layers of size 2ˆ 2, normally
employed within each convolutional block, match the power-
of-2 relation typical of the pixel grids Sl pl “ 1, . . . , Lq at
different L levels of a quadtree [13].

In order to exploit this intrinsic quadtree structure, the
idea is to add FFNNs at each convolutional block in the de-
coder of the FCN, in this case a U-Net [14]. The objective of
the FFNNs is to retrieve the multiscale information contained
at different scales in the activations of the feature maps of the
hidden layers of the FCN. The FFNNs are built through con-
volutional layers with kernels of size 1 ˆ 1, in order to work
with 2D data and compute pixelwise posterior probabilities.

To integrate further spatial information, a convolutional
layer is added after the output layer of the FCN. Zero pad-
ding is employed to ensure that every pixel is considered. The
size of the kernel defines the number of neighboring pixels
that influence a pixel i and, therefore, the spatial-contextual
information modeled.

The loss function, expressed in equation (1), is designed
as a linear combination of L multiscale weighted cross-
entropy loss functions. The losses were computed over the
pixelwise softmax [15] of the L ´ 1 FFNNs (after a resamp-
ling of the GTs at the corresponding resolution) and of the
final feature map of the output layer of the FCN. They can
be considered as unary terms, since they only depend on
the value of each pixel considered individually. The weigh-
ting factor introduced in the cross-entropy loss is inversely
proportional to the number of samples of each class in the
image analysed, in order to take into account the presence of
imbalanced training data.
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where M is the number of classes, pik is the estimated output
probability that pixel i belongs to class k, pzi1, . . . , zijq is the
prediction vector, P̂k is the prior probability of the k-the class,
estimated as its relative frequency in the training set (k “

0, 1, . . . ,M ´ 1), and P̂max “ maxk P̂k. tik “ 1 only if
the sample i belongs to class k, otherwise it is equal to 0. The
number of samples in the l´th pixel grid Sl is Nl “ Wl ˆHl,
with Wl and Hl being the width and the height of the pixel
grid, respectively. Considering N1 the number of pixels in the
smallest grid (l “ 1), corresponding to the first convolutional
block of the decoder, in general, Nl “ N1 ¨ 22pl´1q, given
the power-of-2 relation between the pixel grids at consecutive
convolutional blocks.

This loss function was integrated with an implicitly pair-
wise term, shown in equation (3), deriving from the cross-
entropy loss function over the pixelwise softmax of the fea-
ture map obtained by the additional convolutional layer des-
cribed above:
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with hj,q one of the weights of the kernel of size D ˆ D,
and ppa,bq,k the probability that pixel in position i “ pa, bq
belongs to class k. The total loss is defined as follows:

L “ Lu ` Lp (4)

The methodology is briefly summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 FCN + FFNNs and spatial loss
Training of the proposed network with the input VHR da-
ta set

1: Unary terms of the loss function (1): linear combination
of L weighted cross-entropy losses computed on the soft-
max layers of the FFNNs and the final output layer of the
original FCN.

2: Addition of a convolutional layer integrating spatial in-
formation between neighboring pixels.

3: Addition of the pairwise term (3) to the loss function
computed with a cross-entropy function on the output of
the additional convolutional layer.
Output: final classification map.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. GT images used to train the proposed architecture: (a)
full, (b) sparse. Classes: buildings (blue), impervious (whi-
te), vegetation (cyan), trees (green), cars (yellow), unlabeled
(black).

3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The proposed method was tested with the ISPRS 2D Semantic
Labeling Challenge data set containing aerial images of the
city of Vaihingen, Germany1. It is a data set of VHR images,
with a spatial resolution of 9 cm and it contains six classes:
impervious surfaces (e.g., roads), buildings, low vegetation,
trees, cars, and clutter. The last class is of relatively limited
interest, as it comprises all the surfaces not belonging to the
previous five and is highly mixed. Furthermore, it accounts for
only a small percentage of pixels. Following the example of
previous authors [18, 19, 20], the results of the class “clutter”
were excluded from the averaged metrics.

1https://www2.isprs.org/commissions/comm2/wg4/benchmark/semantic-
labeling/

The results herein reported were obtained with L “ 4,
i.e., with FFNNs attached to 3 distinct convolutional blocks
of the decoder of the FCN; D, the size of the kernel of the
additional convolutional layer, is equal to 2, therefore each
term in the pairwise loss function contained information of a
pixel and three of its neighbors, (other results were omitted
for brevity). The equipment used for the experiments is an
Alienware Aurora R11 with a RAM of 16 GB and a GPU
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti.

Two training conditions were considered (shown in Fig.
2(a)-(b)): (i) the full data set with densely labeled GTs and (ii)
a data set of scarce GTs, obtained by removing entire connec-
ted components from the original exhaustive GT maps and
then applying morphological erosion to the remaining infor-
mation [12], in order to approximate realistic GTs with isola-
ted patches typically found in RS applications.

The experiments were conducted on both the full images,
whose results are reported in Table 1, and subsections of size
1280 ˆ 1280 of the original test images, to be able to com-
pare the proposed architecture with the previous ones, whose
results are collected in [12]. Table 2 shows a quantitative ana-
lysis of the results obtained in the latter case.

As it can be seen from the values reported in Tables 1-2,
the proposed method exhibits remarkable improvements con-
cerning the average accuracy metrics, especially when the in-
put training data is scarce and approaches the realistic GTs
available for RS applications. In particular, when compared
to the previous technique [12] and a standard FCN (e.g., U-
Net), the proposed approach was capable of reaching higher
or similar classwise results and generally higher values for the
average metrics. The comparison of the classification maps
obtained with U-Net and the proposed method are shown in
Fig. 3(b)-(c).

The proposed approach was further compared to a multis-
cale feature fusion (MFF) technique, namely a light-weight
attention network (LWN-Attention2) [16], and to HRNet3

[17], a neural network integrating multiscale information
through a set of multiresolution subnetworks connected in
parallel. MFF approaches involve multiscale information
through the concatenation of feature maps associated with
different scales [16]. The qualitative results obtained with
these two methods are shown in Fig. 3(d)-(e).

From this comparison it is possible to notice that the pro-
posed approach obtained higher or very similar per-class re-
calls, and generally higher overall accuracies, recalls and F1
scores. With the sparse GTs, the new approach guaranteed an
improvement in overall accuracy, recall, and F1 score of about
5% with respect to the considered state-of-the-art techniques,
reaching values up to 86% of accuracy for the full images.
The proposed approach also attained improved results for the
classification of minority classes in the case of scarce GT da-
ta, compared to U-Net, HRNet, and the MFF method.

2https://github.com/syliudf/LWN-Attention
3https://github.com/HRNet/HRNet-Semantic-Segmentation



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 3. GTs and classification results: (a) GT and classification maps from (b) U-Net, (c) the proposed method, (d) LWN-
Attention [16], and (e) HRNet [17]. Classes: buildings (blue), impervious (white), vegetation (cyan), trees (green), cars (yellow).

Table 1. Test-set results with full images. Precision and recall are averaged over the classes.
Architecture buildings impervious vegetation trees cars overall acc. recall precision F1 score

Fu
ll

G
T U-Net [14] 0.86 0.91 0.79 0.90 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.86

HRNet [17] 0.89 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.81
Proposed method 0.96 0.91 0.80 0.91 0.81 0.91 0.88 0.87 0.88

LWN-Attention [16] 0.96 0.93 0.71 0.89 0.61 0.89 0.82 0.88 0.85

Sp
ar

se
G

T U-Net [14] 0.87 0.93 0.64 0.87 0.76 0.82 0.81 0.84 0.83
HRNet [17] 0.84 0.75 0.82 0.69 0.49 0.77 0.72 0.79 0.75

Proposed method 0.94 0.78 0.80 0.87 0.90 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86
LWN-Attention [16] 0.94 0.82 0.65 0.85 0.60 0.81 0.78 0.83 0.80

Table 2. Test-set results with cropped images. Precision and recall are averaged over the classes.
Architecture buildings impervious vegetation trees cars overall acc. recall precision F1 score

Fu
ll

G
T

U-Net [14] 0.92 0.83 0.71 0.92 0.74 0.85 0.83 0.84 0.83
HRNet [17] 0.89 0.81 0.42 0.92 0.63 0.77 0.73 0.76 0.74

Proposed method 0.92 0.85 0.73 0.93 0.73 0.86 0.83 0.85 0.84
FCN+PGM [12] 0.84 0.81 0.68 0.92 0.86 0.81 0.82 0.72 0.77

LWN-Attention [16] 0.91 0.97 0.61 0.88 0.64 0.85 0.80 0.82 0.81

Sp
ar

se
G

T U-Net [14] 0.96 0.65 0.47 0.89 0.48 0.76 0.69 0.81 0.75
HRNet [17] 0.84 0.77 0.68 0.80 0.29 0.77 0.68 0.74 0.71

Proposed method 0.90 0.79 0.70 0.89 0.68 0.82 0.79 0.81 0.80
FCN+PGM [12] 0.94 0.68 0.49 0.86 0.74 0.76 0.74 0.75 0.75

LWN-Attention [16] 0.91 0.75 0.44 0.87 0.51 0.76 0.70 0.74 0.72

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A new end-to-end approach for the semantic segmentation of
RS images based on FCNs, FFNNs and a spatial loss function
is proposed in this paper. The experimental results demonstra-
te the effectiveness of the proposed approach for the semantic
segmentation of RS images, with remarkable improvements
in the overall accuracy and average recall as compared to pre-
vious architectures, especially in the case of scarce GT data.
This confirms the possibility to obtain classification impro-
vements when integrating the intrinsic multiscale information
extracted by FCNs across their layers and by addressing local
spatial-contextual information.

Future work may involve the extension of this methodolo-
gy to the multisensor case, with optical and radar images ac-
quired by different missions and therefore with different spa-
tial resolutions, frequencies, and bands. Moreover, the model
may be combined with transfer learning techniques to allow
predictions on data sets different–in features and complexity–
with respect to the ones used for training. This would allow
the use of the proposed methodology on data sets with poo-
rer GT information, for example the ones related to disaster
management.
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